Inhibition of infectious murine leukemia virus production by Fv-4 env gene products exerting dominant negative effect on viral envelope glycoprotein.
Fv-4 is a mouse gene that confers resistance against ecotropic murine leukemia virus (MLV) infection on mice. While receptor interference by the Fv-4 env gene product, Fv-4 Env, that can bind to the ecotropic MLV receptor has been shown to play an important role in the resistance, other mechanisms have also been suggested because it confers extremely efficient, complete resistance in vivo. Here, we have examined the effect of Fv-4 Env on infectious MLV production. Infectious MLV titers in supernatants obtained after transfection with a Friend MLV (FMLV) Env-expressing plasmid from MLV gag-pol producer cells harboring a retroviral vector were largely reduced by coexpression of Fv-4 Env. Syncytia formation mediated by R-peptide-deleted FMLV Env in NIH 3T3 cells was impaired by Fv-4 Env coexpression. Similarly, Fv-4 Env inhibited infectious amphotropic MLV production and syncytia formation mediated by R-peptide-deleted amphotropic MLV Env. Immunoprecipitation analysis revealed interaction of Fv-4 Env with amphotropic MLV Env as well as FMLV Env. These results indicate that Fv-4 Env inhibits infectious ecotropic and amphotropic MLV production by exerting dominant negative effect on MLV Env, suggesting contribution of this inhibitory effect to the resistance against ecotropic MLV infection in Fv-4-expressing mice.